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Abstract. During real-time medical data exploration using volume rendering, it
is often difficult to enhance a particular region of interest without losing context
information. In this paper, we present a new illustrative technique for focusing on
a user-driven region of interest while preserving context information. Our focal
probes define a region of interest using a distance function which controls the
opacity of the voxels within the probe, exploit silhouette enhancement and use
non-photorealistic shading techniques to improve shape depiction.

1 Introduction
Visualization and exploration of volumetric datasets coming from MRI or CT scans,
both widely used in the medical field, is a very well established research area in Computer Graphics. In the last few years, GPU-based implementations of Direct Volume
Rendering (DVR) have emerged as a suitable solution for real-time interactive rendering on desktop platforms [1]. Current solutions are principally based on ray-casters
and have demonstrated the capability to manage in GPU moderate-size datasets. Recent results on out-of-core techniques have shown how it is possible to overcome the
limitations due to higher resolution datasets [2] [3].
Even though DVR is the most widely used and accepted technique to produce high
quality images, there still exist some open issues regarding how to extend its adequacy for the abstraction of significant features from the resultant images, in particular for applications involving clinical diagnosis or medical education. Nowadays nonphotorealistic and illustrative techniques are emerging in order to create a new higher
layer of abstraction providing us new valuable information.
Our understanding of complex datasets is principally based on structure recognition,
and our visual system reduces presented information through abstraction [4]. Therefore,
we should equip medical visualization systems with a filtering mechanism for helping
us in the task of efficiently abstracting the information of volumetric datasets for better
understanding and analysis.
The main control mechanism when using DVR is the specification of colors and
opacities. Assigning a high opacity value to a certain portion of the data may result in
the occlusion of interesting structures. Furthermore, many overlapping structures may
not embody the important structural details, and, in general, cluttered images are quite
difficult to understand. Therefore, the challenge is the resolution of the inherent occlusion problem and particularly how to focus and enhance the rendering on a particular
region of interest.

II

Looking into human mental models, we know that the visual information gathering
is not a continuous process. The human eye is capable of performing from two up to five
fixations per second [5], and gathering and processing of information only occurs during
an eye fixation. The eyes rest on a point of the stimulus while the focused information
is visually gathered and processed [6]. A motion in the human visual field periphery
causes an eye reflex by which an observer focuses on a moving object, differentiating
three basic categories of motions in the three-dimensional space: translation, rotation
and change of an object’s shape [7].
A reasonable idea is, thus, to emphasize our region of interest by decreasing the
weight of other parts which can create an occlusion effect or disturb our attention. In this
paper, we present a context-preserving enhancement technique based on a focal probe
model for exploring volumetric medical datasets. In our model the region of interest
is defined by a distance-based function which decreases the opacity of the voxels far
from the center, enabling the context-preserving effect. The presented model allows the
user to translate, rotate or scale the probe according to the requirements of the region
of interest. The probe guides the viewer’s attention to its focus region where traditional
DVR combined with illustrative techniques are used in order to render and enhance
volumetric shapes.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce GPU-based approaches
for DVR, as well as non-photorealistic illustrative techniques and context-preserving
volume rendering. In Sec. 3, we describe our context-preserving model based on focal
probes presenting rendering results in the Sec.4 and conclusions in Sec.5.

2 Related work
GPU accelerated volume rendering has become a very well established research area.
We refer the reader to the recent book of Engel et al. [1] for a survey on GPU volume
rendering. In order to solve the problems due to higher resolution datasets we employ
an out-of-core based approach which is based on the management of a hierarchical
multiresolution structure in conjunction with adaptive loaders. For a deeper survey on
our volume rendering core technology we refer the user to the recent publication of
Gobbetti at al. [2].
Our approach to efficiently abstract significant features from the resultant images
coming from DVR and its GPU-based implementations, fits within the framework of
illustrative visualization.
Traditional illustrative non-photorealistic rendering techniques typically mimic the
style of traditional illustrations. They take advantage of the illustrators long experience
in depicting complex structures or shapes in an easily comprehensible way. Ebert et
al. [8] combine some physics-based illumination model with non-photorealistic techniques to enhance the perception of structure, shape, orientation, and depth relationships in a volume model. For similar purpose, different stylistic choices have been used
in traditional medical illustrations, such as silhouette or contour enhancement, pen-andink, stippling, hatching, etc. For example, Treavett et al. [9] describe algorithms based
on pen-and-ink illustration which are integrated within a traditional volume rendering
pipeline. Lu et al. [10] develop a direct volume illustration system that simulates tra-
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ditional stipple drawing. Nagy et.al [11] give an approach combining line drawings
and direct volume rendering. Dong et al. [12] introduces volumetric hatching directly
produced from medical volume data.
In this work, we are interested in techniques for emphasizing details of structures
which are in focus and for reducing clutter while preserving useful context information
in nearby areas.
Context preserving volume rendering focuses on solving the problem of which part
of the volume must be emphasized, and what kind of rendering style is more suitable
to enhance this part. At the same time, it faces the problem of how to avoid the collateral effects of losing important context information, maintaining enough visual cues
for de-emphasized or less important parts. The main approaches generally rely on exploiting a way to decrease the importance of the less relevant information in favour of
a region of interest. Hauser et al. [13] propose the two-level volume rendering model
allowing visualization of volume data with important inner structures together with
semi-transparent outer parts as context information. They integrate different rendering
modes and compositing types, such as DVR, MIP, or tone shading for the inner part
of the volume and contour enhancement for the outer part. Cohen et al. [14] discuss
in depth how information visualization ideas can be applied to scientific visualization
in an effective way. In particular, they combine the “focus and context” concept with
distortion effects to improve understanding of large volume datasets. Viola et al. [15]
introduce importance-driven volume rendering, where the emphasis can be automatically put on the part which has been assigned more importance. Ropinski et al. [16]
propose volumetric lenses to interactively focus regions of interest, rendering the parts
of the volume intersecting the lens, which is defined by a convex 3D shape, using a
different visual appearance. Bruckner et al. [17] suggest to use cut-away views to focus
the attention on the intersection region and ghosting views which tends to generally
give a better impression of the spatial location of the object in focus.
Context-preserving in volume rendering can be also achieved by exploiting lighting
intensity as an input to a function for opacity variation. Bruckner et al. [18] use this idea
to reduce the opacity in rather flat regions oriented toward the light source. Parts of the
volume receiving less lighting are renderered as semi-transparent silhouettes helping to
preserve context information. Krüger et.al [19] present a method which enables the user
to focus on a particular region, using defined parameters such as the size and location of
the focus, a weight for the context, and material properties. An approach similar to ours
is the one proposed by Zhou et. al [20], which emphasizes a region according to the
Euclidean distance from the sampled voxel to a sphere center. Tappenbeck et al. [21]
employ distance-based transfer functions, which allows to hide, emphasize or color
structures based on their distance to a relevant reference structure. In our approach, we
exploit the pq-distance to give a focus shape consistent with a probe defined by a superquadric function. Furthermore, we propose to combine relief shading techniques for
enhacing the focus region with a better shape depiction and silhouette darkening effects.
For preserving context information, we use an adaptive voxel dependent transparency
and perform the clipping of voxels in regions which can create image clutter.
Silhouette enhancement is typically based on gradient or curvature estimations. Csbfalvi et al. [22] visualize object contours based on gradient information as well as on
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the angle between viewing direction and gradient vector using depth-shaded maximum
intensity projection. Kindlmann et al. [23] employ curvature along the view direction to
achieve illustrative effects, such as ridge and valley enhancement. It is also common in
medical illustrations to depict shape or surface details in a way that is inconsistent with
physically-realizable lighting model. Inspired by the techniques used in cartography,
Rusinkiewicz et al. [24] develop a non-photorealistic rendering strategy based on multiscale local toon shading. Based on it, we develop a non-photorealistic shading model
applicable to volume rendering.

3 The Context-Preserving Focal Probe Model
In our focal probe model we provide the possibility to interactively define a region of
interest composed of a part in focus and its context. The focus and context information
are separated by the assignment of different rendering styles, which allow to easily distinguish between the different parts. Nevertheless, the rendering styles can be smoothly
blended to provide a more continuous effect.
We define the region of interest using a distance-based function which basically decrease the opacity of the samples according to its distance to the center. The focus rendering style is inspired by relief shading techniques to perform enhancement of shape
details combined with a silhouette darkening effect. Meanwhile, the context style performs silhouette detection combined with a view-dependent transparency modulation
effect. Finally, we clip all samples before the probe and saturate all samples behind it,
in order to avoid cluttering results for rays intersecting the probe.
The presented model allows the user to translate, rotate or scale the probe size according to the requirements for an adequate visualization of the datasets.
3.1

Background

We will briefly describe the ray casting process along one viewing ray for simplicity’s
sake. We assume a volumetric scalar field as f (P) ∈ R (P ∈ R3 ), then denote the viewing
ray direction by V and its nomalized vector by V̂ . Let Pi be the i-th sample location
along a viewing ray V , fi be the data value at Pi , gi be the gradient at Pi and ĝi be
its normalized vector. We denote the gradient magnitude by kgi k, and the normalized
gradient magnitude by kĝi k, which is kgi k divided by the maximum magnitude kgmax k.
Since the gradient has noise, we filter it using an interpolation function as below
wi = smoothstep(kĝi k , gl , gh )
where smoothstep is a cubic function defined by


if 0 ≤ t < a
0
t−a 2
t−a
smoothstep(t, a, b) = ( b−a
) (−2( b−a
) + 3) if a ≤ t ≤ b


1
if b < t ≤ 1

(1)

(2)

Conventional volume rendering DVR uses the front-to-back alpha blending which
employs a physically motivated absorption-plus-emission optical model, computing the
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accumulated opacity αi∗ and color c∗i = (ri∗ , g∗i , b∗i ) at step i with regular increment
∆ s = kPi − Pi−1 k along the viewing ray V as follows
(
∗ )α c
c∗i = c∗i−1 + (1 − αi−1
i i
(3)
∗ + (1 − α ∗ )α
αi∗ = αi−1
i−1 i
where αi and ci = (ri , gi , bi ) are the opacity and color respectively at Pi , both derived
from the transfer function.
The light properties make it possible to enhance objects for a variety of effects. Before accumulating, generally we use the traditional Phong model to perform a shading
effect by modifying the color ci to be the shaded color ci,shaded as below
ci,shaded = λi ci

(4)

where

λi = ka +

∑ kd (L̂ · ĝi ) + ks ( Ĥ · ĝi )ke

(5)

lights

ka , kd and ks are the ambient, diffuse and specular lighting coefficients. L̂ is the normalized light vector, Ĥ is the normalized half-way vector, and ke is the shininess constant.
After shading, we denote the opacity at Pi by αi,shaded , which basically follows the
same variation as color in Eq. 4. Then we substitute ci with ci,shaded and αi with αi,shaded
into Eq. 3 performing the normal accumulation process.

3.2

Probe Shapes

Medical datasets can capture quite heterogeneous parts of the human body, varying in
a wide range of physical dimensions. For a satisfactory exploration of diverse volume
datasets we propose to use an exploration tool based on the superquadrics family functions. These functions provide us a flexible and relative simple solution for modelling
rounded or sharp corners for a variety of basis geometric shapes (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Some superquadrics shapes.

We use a geometric distance based on the pq-norm to define the superquadric. Since
it provides us with a distance function, we can use it to define a probe center.
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The pq-norm for a sample Pi with xi , yi , zi coordinates is defined by
kPi k pq = k(k(xi , yi )k p , zi )kq

(6)

where
1

k(xi , yi )k p = (|xi | p + |yi | p ) p

(7)

is p-norm, which is the generalization of the Euclidean metric (p = 2). As shown in
Fig. 2, various consistent focus shapes can be obtained by using different p and q values.

Fig. 2: Probe shapes. We have tested various probe shapes, including rounded cubic (p = 4,
q = 4), cylindrical (p = 2, q = 4) and spherical (p = 2, q = 2).

3.3

Distance based Merging of Rendering Styles

In our focal probe model we propose to employ different rendering styles corresponding
with the focus and the context region. One idea could be to use a particular threshold to
differentiate between the different zones within the probe, but this decision can lead to
sharp transitions with a continuity loss in the resulting rendering. Instead, we propose
to merge both rendering styles using a distance-based function di having a plateau for
the focus region determined by ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1), which can be interactively adjusted by
the end user of the system.

di =

(
1

k pq −ρ
1 − gβ ( kPi1−
ρ )

if 0 ≤ kPi k pq ≤ ρ
if ρ < kPi k pq ≤ 1

(8)

where
gβ (t) =

t
eβ (1 − t) + t

(9)
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Fig. 3: Distance based function.

is the schlick rational function [25]. We use β (β < 0) for having a smoother or sharper
decreasing value of the context region.
We use different rendering styles for the focus and context regions which will be
introduced later. Let (ci,focus ,αi,focus ) and (ci,context ,αi,context ) be the color and opacity at
Pi defined by these rendering styles, our proposed blending strategy is performed by
using di as focus fraction (See Eq. 10).
(
ci,blend = di ci,focus + (1 − di )ci,context
(10)
αi,blend = di αi,focus + (1 − di )αi,context
After blending, ci is substituted by ci,blend and αi by αi,blend into Eq. 3 performing
the normal accumulation in the rendering pipeline.
3.4

Focus Model

Next, we propose a rendering style which performs better shape depiction for the focus region based on traditional DVR and non-photorealistic techniques (See Fig. 4). In
particular, we perform a silhouette darkening effect based on the following detector
si = wi ∗ smoothstep(1 − |ĝi · V̂ |, sl , sh )

(11)

where sl and sh control the silhouette sharpness. The focus color ci,focus and opacity
αi,focus at Pi are defined by
(
ci,focus = (1 − si )ri ci
(12)
αi,focus = ri αi
where ri is a shading factor implementing an illustrative effect explained next and defined by Eq. 14. We combine the previous color darkening processing with an illustrative relief shading effect. Principles in relief shading [24] advise to ommit shadows
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Fig. 4: Comparison between a probe with and without focus. On the left image we provide an
example of a normal probe without focus. Notice how the sternum bone hides part of the heart.
Besides, flesh and lung tissues create a cluttering effect as they cover part of neighbour structures.
On the right image, we show the same situation using a context-preserving focal probe. In this
case, heart is right focused, no cluttering is created around it. Furthermore, context information
is preserved and previously hidden vessel structures are now better identified.

and specular effects, exaggerate the height of ridges and valleys in the object shape
and use a particular lighting effect which appears to originate as from the top of the
image. Furthermore, these principles suggest to locally adjust light direction in order
to homogenously light the interesting part of the volume. Finally, to support multiscale
toon-shading effects, it is recommended to blend between different smoothed versions
of the volume.
Applying inside our system Rusinkiewicz et al.’s techniques based on relief shading,
requires a special preprocessing to produce smoothed versions of the volume dataset for
multiscale-based effects. In our model we will apply similar basis concepts in order for
detail enhancement without necessity of preprocessing. We compute on the fly a local
version n̂i of the smoothed normal, accesing samples located at positions xi±1 , yi±1 and
zi±1 for a sample at Pi with xi , yi , zi coordinates. Next, we make a local light adjustment
at each sample, computing the new light position Li∗ at Pi based on the global light
position L, and the smoothed normal n̂i at Pi . For this purpose, we create a light which
is perpendicular to the smoothed normal n̂i , exaggerating the shading effect for ridges
and valleys in our volume (See Eq. 13).
Li∗ = L − n̂i (n̂i · L)

(13)

Furthermore, as shown in Eq. 14, we use the original shading L̂ · ĝi as a basis for
the lighting of the diffuse component, thus to avoid the appearance of excessively dark
zones in the final rendering. Next, we sum the contribution of the Pi local light Lˆi∗ · ĝi .
Finally, we have altered the local lighting to produce a toon shading effect, just clamping
Lˆi∗ · ĝi between 0 and 1 and multiplying the result by the toon shading factor a.
ri = ka + kd (L̂ · ĝi + a ∗ clamp[0..1] (Lˆi∗ · ĝi ))

(14)
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3.5

Context Model

The rendering style proposed for the context region is based on view-dependent transparency and silhouette detection. The context color ci,context and opacity αi,context at Pi
are defined by
(
ci,context = λi ci
(15)
αi,context = h(θ )si λi αi
where
(
0
h(θ ) =
θ −cosϕ
1 − cos
cosφ −cosϕ

if 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ
if ϕ < θ ≤ φ

(16)

Shown by the left most image in Fig. 5, θ is the angle formed by the O vector
connecting the eye position with the probe center and the viewing direction V , φ is
the angle defining the maximum angle for rays intersecting the probe, and finally ϕ
the angle defining rays passing through the focus region. The shading factor λi has
been previously defined by Eq. 5. The αi,context parameter introduces a view-depent
effect, giving more opacity to voxels in the outer part of the probe and increasing the
transparency as samples are closer to the probe center.
The use of volumetric probes entails the problem of possible occlusion due to the
voxels situated between the eye position and the probe. This is also valid for voxels in
the context region, which can impede the correct visualization of our interest region.
We illustrate this problem in the right image of Fig. 5. Therefore, a reasonable strategy
seems to cancel the accumulated color just before the first intersection of the viewing
ray with the probe, corresponding to the red cone in the right of Fig. 5. Samples in the
context region behind the probe focus are ignored, and following samples in the volume
are blended with the background contributing less to the final accumulated color along
the ray.

Fig. 5: Context definition for focal probes In the left image, for a sample Pi in the context region,
we define the θ angle which decides how much the context will be displayed. In the right, voxel
clipping is performed in order to produce a non cluttered render image.
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4 Results
We report on the results obtained when performing exploration of medical datasets by
using our focal probe model. We have tested the proposed technique with a variety of
volumetric medical datasets. We discuss the results obtained with the inspection of a
512 × 512 × 1559 whole body contrast and a 512 × 512 × 743 torax study, both CT 1
with 16bit/sample.
Regarding the focal probe model, we employ the following parameter configuration. We use β = −2.0 for having a smooth transition between the focus and context
information (See Fig.3). To separate the focus and context regions, we adjust the ρ parameter in the interval [0.4, 0.7]. For gradient filtering we compute the wi interpolation
function with gl = 0.015 and gh = 0.95. Related with the non-photorealistic shading,
we control the silhouette detector si using sl = 0.7 and sh = 0.95 for a fine silhouette
enhancement without creating cluttering owing to low gradient values. We define the
toon shading factor a = 3.0 to enhance lighting differences between ridges and valleys
in the focus region.
As described in Fig. 3 the behaviour of our focal probe model establishes a center
of attention, fitting in the region around of the probe center. Transparency is modulated
by the di distance based function and its effect results in more transparency for voxels
in the context region. In Fig. 6 we can appreciate the effect of an interactive incursion of
a focal probe within the whole human body CT. At the beginning, the probe acts just as
a clipping sphere and as soon as the center of the probe is inside the volume, the focus
effect becomes visible, as well as the context-preserving effect showing contour shapes.
When exploring parts of the volume which are too deep, voxel clipping becomes active.

Fig. 6: Context-preserving focal probe. From left to right we increase the focal probe penetration
stopping when the heart is right focussed in the center of the probe.

Using the silhouette darkening effect we can depict shape borders using a darker
color and enhancing the shape over its background. In Fig. 7 we show a series of snap1

Source: Geneva University Hospital, Radiology Department
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shots of our volume renderer varying the parameter sh of Eq. 11, which indicates the
threshold value above which a sample is considered a border shape.

Fig. 7: Silhouette darkening effect. From left to right, no silhouette darkening sh = 1, silhouette
darkening with sh = 0.8 and sh = 0.4.

The relief shading technique, described in Sec. 3.4, allows the user to appreciate
additional details within the focus region, exaggerating the lighting effect by using a
perpendicular light for each voxel (See Fig. 8). In our approach we rely on a local
version of the smoothed normals, and for this reason, the enhanced details are limited
to local details, normally corresponding to high frequencies in the volume.

Fig. 8: Relief shading effect. On the left we show a probe focus without relief shading. On the
right we show the same viewpoint with relief shading for the focus probe. Notice the how high
frecuency details are highlighted.

5 Conclusion
We have described an alternative focal probe model for interactive exploration of medical volumetric datasets. The key feature of our approach relies on the enhancement of
natural filtering mechanisms of humans to separate and abstract information.
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Our model is based on the development of different rendering styles for the focus
and context information. The superquadrics family functions are used to get consistent
focus shapes. Furthermore, we propose an adaptive voxel shading, based on illustrative
non-photorealistic techniques, in order to enhance shape depiction in the focus region.
In addition, we use silhouette detection to convey better structure cues in the focus
region and to preserve the context information in the outer part. Finally, we propose a
strategy to smoothly blend both rendering styles.
A particular clipping strategy is performed for voxels in front of the probe and behind it, in order to solve the occlusion problem and to avoid the creation of a noisy
background.
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